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Medicare rules are confusing and complicated plus the penalties for these mistakes can be
costly and permanent. It's hard to know where to go to get straight and unbiased information.
This is why we prepared this free guide, "Top 10 Critical & Costly Medicare MISTAKES To
Avoid" where we provide 'Medicare Straight Talk'. You should never choose a Medicare plan
based on a celebrity endorsement. We promise to be your unbiased guide so you can become a
better informed consumer. Remember, the decisions you make today can last a lifetime, so it's
important to get it right the first time!

THE TOP 10 MISTAKES TO AVOID:
01. Not knowing when, where or how to apply for Medicare
02. Not knowing how much you will pay for Original Medicare (Parts A&B)
03. Choosing to only enroll in Original Medicare without a Supplement or Part C
04. Deciding to NOT enroll in a Part D (Prescripton Drug) Plan
05. Not knowing the difference between IEP, AEP, OEP and SEP
06. Not knowing if you should stay on your Group plan or enroll in a Medicare plan
07. Not knowing how to choose a suitable and cost effective Medicare plan
08. Not taking advantage of the Medicare AEP or Open Enrollment Period (Oct 15 - Dec 7)
09. Misunderstanding the difference between a Medicare Advantage VS Medicare Supplement
10. Not choosing the right independent insurance agency or agent to be your unbiased guide
Note: You deserve good solid and unbiased advice from an independent insurance agent that
specializes in Medicare, to avoid these and other costly mistakes. Medicare Journey agents
are carefully selected, vetted, and specialize in Medicare, plus our agent brokers work for you
and not any specific or individual carrier. Seriously...You don't have to take the road alone!
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Not knowing when, where, or how to apply for Medicare
I. WHEN?
If you are turning 65, you can apply for Medicare (via Social Security) up to 100 days prior to your 65th birthday.
a) You have a 7-month period to enroll in Medicare - 3 months before your birthday, the month of, and 3 months after
b) If you are already receiving SS benefits, your new MBI (Medicare card) will be sent to you automatically
c) If you are not taking SS benefits yet, you will need to manually enroll with Social Security (SSA.GOV)
d) If you are still working and have Employer Group Health Coverage (EGHP) and staying on the plan, you will need
to contact your HR representative to determine if you should enroll in Part B (depends upon the nbr of employees)
e) For more information on Medicare and EGHP coverage, see #6 (you may also have an 8-month special enrollment period)

II. WHERE & HOW?
You would think that if you're signing up for Medicare, you'd have to contact Medicare. Nope, it's actually Social Security.
a) You can contact SS at 800-772-1213 to schedule an appointment at their office or via a phone interview
b) You can also apply online at https://secure.ssa.gov/iClaim/rib to enroll without signing up for SS benefits
c) If you have questions about signing up or need more help, you can contact the Medicare Journey help line (see below)
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Not knowing how much you will pay for Original Medicare
I.

Exactly how much will you pay for Original Medicare Parts A & B?
a) Part A is free if you have 40 quarters (10 years) of work history which for 2021 is valued at $499/month
b) Let's say you only have 30 - 39 quarters of work history...your monthly premium would then be $274
c) One quarter of coverage is equal to 3 months' period of work and you must earn a minimum of $1510 per quarter
d) The base Part B premium for 2022 is $170.10 per month (may automatically come out of your SS check)
e) The next page includes an outline of the Part B and Part D IRMAA charges, depending on your income
f) If you are not taking SS benefits yet, you will be sent a quarterly premium notice from Social Security
g) 4 ways to pay your Part B premium: https://www.medicare.gov/your-medicare-costs/pay-part-A-part-B-premiums
h) If you delay your Part B and/or Part D enrollment, you could incur a late enrollment penalty
i) Part B late enrollment penalties:
https://www.medicare.gov/your-medicare-costs/part-b-costs/part-b-late-enrollment-penalty
j) Part D late enrollment penalties:
https://www.medicare.gov/drug-coverage-part-d/costs-for-medicare-drug-coverage/part-d-late-enrollment-penalty
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2022 IRMAA charges/premiums for Part B

2022 IRMAA charges/premiums for Part D
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Choosing to only enroll in Original Medicare without a Supplement or Part C

So you say you're healthy and don't need to enroll in anything other than Original Medicare (Parts A&B)?
Roughly 9% of Americans have elected to only take Original Medicare but don't realize their financial exposure
Original Medicare has many gaps in coverage and could cost you tens of thousands of dollars in out of pocket expenses
Part A Example (Hospital coverage): you can have up to 6 benefit periods/year with a deductible of $1556 each time
Part B Example: (Medical coverage): once you pay the deductible, you pay 20% of the approved charges with NO CAP
You could also have 'Excess Doctor Charges' to pay up to 15% over and above what Medicare allows (varies by state)
Carefully review the Original Medicare Parts A & B chart on the next page for potential out of pocket expenses
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Deciding to NOT enroll in a Part D (Prescription Drug) Plan
Hmmm, so you have a prized crystal ball and know exactly the day, month, and year you'll need Part D?
Many decide to not enroll in a Part D plan because they take little or no prescriptions, but I must
say that your decision is flawed. First, you will start to incur a penalty each month you don't
take Part D when you first become eligible, and second, you don't know your future health
and a chronic or critical condition may require you to take a tier 4 or 5 drug that could cost
thousands or tens of thousands of dollars and now you don't have a Part D plan...not good!
Getting your Part D plan right is paramount because choosing the wrong plan can cost
you plenty. If you need to get a different Part D plan, you'll have to wait until the next AEP
(Medicare Open Enrollment) period from Oct 15 - Dec 07 for a Jan 1 effective date. You
have to choose a plan based on the drug formulary, your pharmacy, and pharmacy location.
There are very affordable plans available even if you don't take any prescriptions.
Keep in mind that getting your Part D plan right is just as important as your Medicare Supplement plan.
If you are choosing to enroll in a Medicare Advantage Plan with a Part D (MAPD), you really have to get
this one right, because there are so many variables to consider, to include prescriptions, networks, doctor
copays, hospital copays, deductibles, maximum out of pocket expenses, etc.
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Not knowing the difference between IEP, AEP, OEP, and SEP
It's important to know what you can and can't do during these open enrollment periods
1. IEP
This is your 7-month period (3 months before, the month of, and 3 months following your 65th birthday). The date when
Medicare begins depends on when you actually sign up. If you're under 65 and eligible for Medicare due to a disability, you would
automatically be enrolled. If you missed your IEP, you'll have to enroll during the General Enrollment Period (GEP) and may have
a late enrollment penalty.

2. AEP
This is the yearly Medicare Annual Enrollment Period known as AEP. This is the time when Medicare beneficiaries can make
changes to their current coverage (MAPD or PDP). This narrow window runs from Oct 15 - Dec 07 and the effective date of the
new plan would be Jan 01. You should consider an annual review if you're on a MAPD or PDP because plans and formularies change
yearly. You should carefully review your plan's ANOC (Annual Notice of Change). You could get stung if you stay on a plan where
your benefits or formulary changed. If you're on a Medigap plan, you need to do nothing, except continue to pay your premium!

3. OEP
The Open Enrollment Period (OEP) is from Jan 1 - Mar 31 and is the usually the last time you can make a change to your Medicare
Advantage (MAPD) plan. If you are enrolled in a Medicare Advantage Plan, you can do one of the following during OEP:
Switch from one Medicare Advantage Plan to another Medicare Advantage plan
Drop your Medicare Advantage Plan and go back to Original Medicare and sign up for a PDP (and Medicare Supplement) plan
If you choose to enroll in a Medicare Supplement plan, it is not automatic and you'll typically have to pass underwriting
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Not knowing the difference between IEP, AEP, OEP, and SEP
It's important to know what you can and can't do during these open enrollment periods
4. SEP
There are many Special Enrollment Periods (SEP) and too many to mention here but a SEP will allow you to switch plans
outside the AEP/OEP. Below are the most popular SEP's:
You moved to a new address outside your (MAPD) plan's service area
You just moved into, currently live in, or moved out of a skilled nursing facility or long term care hospital
You are no longer eligible for Medicaid
You left employer or union coverage
Your Medicare plan was terminated or didn't renew with Medicare
You're eligible for both Medicare and Medicaid
You qualify for Extra Help (LIS) for Medicare prescription drug coverage
You dropped a Medigap policy the first time joining a Medicare Advantage Plan
You qualify for a 'Trial Right' with Medicare Advantage and switching to a Medigap plan (Guaranteed Issue)

CONTINUED
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Not sure if you should stay on your group plan or enroll in a Medicare plan
This is a big decision to make and it's important to have an insurance agent pro that specializes in Medicare, provide you
with a 'cost benefit analysis' to determine what is in your best interest. Most times it's more cost effective to stay on
your group plan but not always. Below are some guidelines:
By law, employer group health coverage (EGHP) must continue at any age (past 65) if you continue working
Turning 65 would not force you to take Medicare unless your employer has fewer than 20 employees
You should always check with your Human Resources manager about Medicare enrollment when turning 65
If your spouse is on your group plan, you may be required to stay on your group plan to keep coverage for them
If you are considering Medicare and choosing a plan, compare the premiums, copays, deductibles, MOOP*, etc.
If you've done your homework and determined that Medicare is the best deal, then you should leave your group plan
If you do leave your employer group plan, this may be a 1-way trip as you may not be able to get back on later
You will have to pay your Part B premiums quarterly to Social Security as you will most likely be delaying your
Social Security benefits
If you delay taking Medicare and have creditable coverage, you'll have a SEP when you do retire and enroll in
Medicare. Additionally, you would not be exposed to a late enrollment penalty.
* MOOP = Maximum Out of Pocket expenses
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Not knowing how to choose the most suitable or cost effective Medicare plan

This is a big decision to make and it's important to utilize an independent insurance professioal. You should never
choose a Medicare plan based on a TV commerical or celebrity, nor should you base your decision on what someone
else has. (like a neighbor, friend, or spouse). Seek out an independent insurance agent (specializing in Medicare) who
can be your personal guide! Working with an agent or agency who is an active member of a national organization
engaged in the industry is important as well, like the National Association of Health Underwriters (NAHU) or
the National Association of Insurance and Financial Advisors (NAIFA), etc.
Getting your Medicare right is paramount because if you choose the wrong plan, it could cost you thousands
It's important that you know the difference between Medicare Supplement and Medicare Advantage (see #9)
Choose a plan based on your budget, specific needs, networks, drug formulary, benefits, deductibles, copays, etc.
A comprehensive plan review will uncover an appropriate plan for you and getting the right drug formulary is a priority
Many choose a MAPD plan because of a $0 premium but don't consider the drug formulary and doctor networks
which can be extremely problematic - $0 premium doesn't mean $0 cost so you should consider ALL your options
You may not be able to find a plan that accepts ALL your doctors, so you may need to consider a Medigap plan
Be cautious when you see and hear of a plan that 'sounds too good to be true' - ask the right questions before enrolling
Finally, never let anyone talk you into enrolling in a plan if you're not ready to enroll or need more information first
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Not taking advantage of the Medicare AEP or Open Enrollment Period
If you are on a Medicare Advantage (MAPD) or Prescription Drug Plan (PDP), you should consider having an annual review
by an unbiased independent insurance agent who specializes in Medicare and will provide you more options. Most plans
change annually and the formulary changes could cause financial hardship. A drug you need could no longer be part of the
formulary or it could be changed to a higher tier level. Always review your plan's Annual Notice of Change (ANOC) when it
comes in the mail. If you don't understand it or don't know what to do, call the Medicare Journey number for advice.
When you can make a change:
The AEP (Annual Enrollment Period) from Oct 15 - Dec 07 and the effective date of your new plan would be Jan 01
Option 1: Switch from your MAPD plan to another MAPD plan that better suits your needs
Option 2: Drop your MAPD plan and go back to Original Medicare* - you need to enroll in a stand-alone PDP plan
Option 3: Change from Original Medicare to a MA-only or MAPD plan
Option 4: Disenroll from your stand-alone PDP plan (be careful because you could start incurring penalties)
Option 5: Change from one PDP plan to another PDP plan that better suits your needs
The OEP (Open Enrollment Period) from Jan 01 - Mar 31 and the effective date is the 1st of the following month
Option 1: Switch from your current MAPD plan to another MAPD or MA-only plan
Option 2: Drop your MAPD plan to go back to Original Medicare and sign up for a PDP plan (& Medigap plan*)
* Note: When you go back to Original Medicare and looking to sign up for a Medigap (Medicare Supplement) plan,
you will most likely be required to pass the carrier's underwriting requirements to be accepted. See more
info about this on the next page with #9.
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Misunderstanding the difference between a Medicare Advantage VS Medicare Supplement
1. Medicare Supplement (also known as Medigap) is added to your Original Medicare - Parts A&B and will fill many of the gaps
of just Original Medicare. You will pay a premium for whichever plan you choose and currently for people turning 65,
there are 9 plan options: A, B, D, G, HDG, K, L, M, and N (see next page for Medigap chart). The more benefits you choose or
need, the higher the premiums. Remember, Medicare Supplement is NOT Medicare Advantage and if you don't choose a
Medigap plan when you first become eligible for Medicare, you may have difficulty in obtaining a Medigap plan in the future
because in most cases, you'll have to qualify with health underwriting to be accepted. A 'Trial Right' period could be your
only opportunity to have a Medigap plan if you have a pre-existing condition and can't qualify for underwriting.

2. Medigap plans offer the same benefits across the board and are created equal. For example, Plan N with one carrier will
offer the same benefits as Plan N from another carrier; however, not every carrier is created equal. Premiums are all
over the board and can vary as much as $100/month with various carriers for the same plan. When choosing a Medigap
plan, don't base your decision on who has the lowest premium, but who has a great finanical rating, claims paying ability,
length of time in the Medicare space, and most important is the rate stability. It doesn't do you good to take a plan with a
carrier who has the cheapest premium, then experience ridiculous rate increases over the next several years. Then you
could be stuck in that plan if you could not qualify for medical underwriting with another carrier.
3. Medicare Advantage plans are also known as PART C of Medicare. These are 'managed care' plans and you are basically
opting out of Original Medicare and will no longer use your Medicare card as you will obtain your care with the plan
sponsor directly and will use the carrier's ID card for your future healthcare needs. You will need to ensure you sign up
for a plan that includes Part D and be sure to know whether you want an HMO, PPO, PFFS, or MSA. We understand that
this can be confusing but we are here to provide help and bring clarity.
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Medigap Plan Comparison Chart

Note: People eligible for Medicare on or after January 1, 2020 cannot purchase Medigap Plans C
or F. If you became Medicare-eligible before this date, you'll still be able to purchase Plan C or F.
High Deductible Plan G (HDG) is available with a deductible of only $2370 per year (in 2021).
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Not choosing the right Medicare insurance agent/agency to be your personal guide
Choosing the right Medicare agent or agency to work with is just as important as choosing the right Medicare plan.
If you are making a decision about your Medicare from a celebrity spokesperson or former football hall of famer, you
most likely are setting yourself up for problems. You should never be forced to make a decision with one specific
company. There is not a one-size-fits-all solution to Medicare and going this route is like putting a square peg in a
round hole...it simply doesn't fit. You should know ALL your options and work with an independent insurance agent.
Independent insurance agents (or brokers) representing various other Medicare insurance carriers will provide you
more solutions as opposed to a call center or an agent who is a "career" agent and can only represent one carrier.
Do not be afraid to ask poignant questions, and here are some examples: "How long have you been in the insurance
business?", "How long have you been offering Medicare plans?", "Are you an independent agent and how many
carriers do you represent?", "How many clients have you worked with?", "Do you have a website and have any
Google reviews?", "Are you affiliated with the BBB?", "Are you affiliated with the National Association of Senior
Advocates?", "Have you ever had your insurance license suspended?", "What about your advanced education or
certifications?", and/or "Are you a member of the National Association of Health Underwriters (NAHU)?".
You owe it to yourself to find the right agent to work with who is amenable, experienced, professional, and can be
easily found via a website, Linkedin, Google, BBB, or an industry affiliated/professional organization, etc. Getting
your Medicare right is more important than you can realize, thus you should find and work with an experienced guide
to help you on this confusing journey. Remember...don't take the road alone! You should absolutely like and trust the
person you're working with and if not, don't be afraid to find another. If you are not working with an independent
agent currently, you can locate one on the "find an agent" search tab of the MedicareJourney.org website.
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Scan the QR code
for the Website

Serving the entire USA

Contact Us
Phone Number
833-267-6700
(To speak to a licensed agent)

Email Address
info@MedicareJourney.org

Website
www.MedicareJourney.org
Medicare Journey is not connected with or endorsed by
the U.S. government or the federal Medicare program
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